
QURAN 
Revision of surahs Naba to Infitar
Surahs Mutafifeen to Fajr
Reciting slowly with tajweed rules
Revison of Shadda, Extended Stretches, Divine Acronyms

ARABIC 
Asking questions in Arabic
Using 'or' in sentences
Using masculine and feminine forms of nouns and adjectives correctly
Using 'this is' and 'that is' in masculine and feminine forms
Learning vocabulary-shapes, names of animals
The definite article
Using pronouns for he/it is, she/it is

ISLAMIC STUDIES 
Journey of the Soul in the Hereafter
Description of the Last Day
Jannah and Jahannum
Duas: Revision of Dua Qunoot 
When stricken with a mishap/overtaken by an affair
Dua upon experiencing unrest
Dua when seeing a good or bad dream

Qur’an, Arabic and Islamic Studies

Homework
Homework will be set every Friday and children are
expected to complete the homework by Tuesday.  

AUTUMN 2 2023-24/1445

Year 5 Learning Plan

English

Assalamu ‘Alaykum,
We have had an amazing first half term and I hope we have another fantastic term in
Autumn 2 Insha’Allah.  By working together, we will make this a very successful school
year Insha’Allah. I would like to inform you of the different topics we are covering this
half term. It would be of great benefit to your child's progress if you provided help and
support in these areas at home. Ustadah Mirfat

Foundation Subjects

Recognise that shadows are formed when the light from a
light source is blocked by an opaque object 
To notice that light is reflected from surfaces 

Agility, Balance and Speed 
Co-ordination 
Strength 
Endurance 
Flexibility and recovery 
Handling 
Running 
Defending 
Teamwork

 
SCIENCE  
This unit will help children understand the cause and effect,
discovering how moving an object in front of a light source
changes the shadow it creates. This unit will also deepen their
understanding of where light is from and the dangers of light.  
 
Physics: Light  
Main outcome: 
 - To understand that light from the sun can be dangerous and
that there are ways to protect their eyes

 
Learning knowledge journey: 
 
 -What light is and the Electromagnetic Spectrum 
- How does light travel  
- Reflection  
- Shadows  
- Refraction  
- Colour  
- Invisible light  
- Light in depth – Photons 
- Solar Challenge 
   
 
Geography
The Grand Canyon 
Children learn about how the canyon was formed, the climate
conditions and different environments in and around it, how
the land is used for tourism and by American Indian tribes. 

DT  
Introduction to Sewing   

Children will have the opportunity to explore different sewing
techniques and apply taught knowledge when designing their

own cushions. 
 

PSHE-Financial Well Being 
What is wealth? 
Examine the concept of wealth, and how money and
possessions should not be the only indicators of a successful,
fulfilled life

 
PE - Every Tuesday
Tag Rugby

TARBIYYAH 
Manners & Etiquettes 
Inspiring stories from the people of the past 
Selected Duas from the Qur’an & Sunnah

Math s
Graphs and tables 
 In this unit, children will have the opportunity to interpret and present data using wide range of
graphs. 

Multiplication and division (1) 
children will learn to identify multiples and factors, including finding all factor pairs of a
number, common factors  and prime numbers. They will solve increasingly complex word
problems.

Measure – area and perimeter
To provide students with the ability to measure shapes- understand that perimeter and area
have a relationship. Children will also have the opportunity to use these skills for the real world,
calculating the perimeter and area  helps determine whether a place has enough space. 

Origami Yoda by Tom Angleberger  
Literary Theme - Future and friendships.
Main Outcome - Discussion text, recount and persuasion .
Word Reading - To be able to use the appropriate vocabulary for formal and
informal writing. 
Writing – Using formal language and figurative language .
Reading Comprehension - providing reasoned justifications for their view.
Anne Frank by Josephine Poole 
 Literary Theme - Letters, short descriptions, extended diary entries, obituary, optional
opinion piece.
Main Outcome - News article.
Word Reading - To read out loud and to understand the meaning of new words.
Writing – To write in narrative, describing setting, character, atmosphere and
integrating dialogue to convey  actions. 
Reading Comprehension - Children to summarise main ideas drawn from more than
one paragraph. To identify how language, structure and presentation contribute to
meaning. 


